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Year in Review

Your Commissary … It’s Worth the Trip!

DeCA Vision
Game Plan/Lines of Effort
COVID Update
Defense Resale Consolidation Business Case
What I want to leave you with
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• Developed a new vision
Your 6
Commissary
It’s Worth
the Trip!
• Implemented DeCA’s Game Plan for 2021-22 with
lines… of
effort

• Deployed eCommerce “Commissary Click2Go” to all stores
• Emphasized a patron focus; improved customer satisfaction survey results
• Managed COVID-19 in a retail environment while delivering the benefit
• Exceeded margin goals
• Established an expectation of dignity and respect for all
“Building an Airplane While in Flight”
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To be THE grocery provider of choice for our eligible
patrons – delivering a vital benefit exclusively for our
military community and their families.
Your Commissary … It’s Worth the Trip!

•

Excellent Value Proposition—savings, clean and safe stores, great customer service,
and healthy choices…need better convenience!

•
•
•

Great workforce embracing change
Many improvements working—much still to do in “catching up” with industry
Need to better educate our Patron base
It’s All About Delivering a Vital Benefit to Well Deserving Patrons Around the World!
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Achieving Our Vision: To be THE grocery provider of choice for our eligible patrons – delivering a vital
benefit exclusively for our military community and their families
Your Commissary … It’s Worth the Trip!
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2021

31 Dec 2022
STRATEGIC OUTCOMES

LINES OF EFFORT

Full Shelves and
Product Satisfaction

Your Commissary … It’s Worth the Trip!

Increased Availability
of the Benefit

E-Commerce
Patron Focus

Premier Customer Service

Demand Creation

Increased Revenue

Facilities Management

Clean and Modern Stores

Workforce Investment

Engaged Customer
Centric Workforce
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Desired Outcome: Our supply chain is optimized and enables full commissary
shelves with the right products delivered at the right time and place at the
… It’s Worth the Trip!
lowest cost that meets the demands of our patronsYouratCommissary
all times.
Accomplishments:
• Shelf Management Optimization (SMO) in all stores – dramatically improved shelf stockage
with balance on hand
• Converting “Vendor Stocking” to in-house controlled stocking – major effort
• Completed a Request For Information (RFI) to all Distributors/Industry & received input –
seeking initiatives towards a better U.S. supply chain for DeCA
What we need from ALA?
• Service levels have steadily dropped since May – need to ensure DeCA receives more product
operations
• In-store support to enable fully stocked shelves
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Desired Outcome: DeCA 21st century grocery operation offers our patrons eCommerce services
to include: next generation digital shelf, dynamic order fulfillment, a secure and trusting online
payment environment, enhanced mobility and localized pickup
delivery.
Youror
Commissary
… It’s Worth the Trip!
Accomplishments:
• Deployed Commissary CLICK2GO to all stores
• Commissary CLICK2GO program won the DoD CIO Award for 2021
• Implemented on-line payment where we’ve modernized our point of sale system
What we need from ALA?
• Product Images: Review Commissary CLICK2GO site and ensure all vendor products are
represented with images
• Proper Item Descriptions: Ensure all items are identified and marketed appropriately in the
online environment
• Assist with content, marketing, promotions for the digital shelf – check it out at
https://shop.commissaries.com/
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Desired Outcome: Met or exceeded sales goals and achieved margin, while delivering savings
and increasing shopper share of wallet, customer perception, and benefit usage
Your Commissary … It’s Worth the Trip!
Accomplishments:
• Established Joint Business Plans & Scorecards with top suppliers including specific benefit contribution,
revenue and margin contribution goals; set performance objectives for sales workforce
• Optimized product assortment – discontinuing non-productive items
• Benefit initiative – Reduced prices on tens of thousands of items with an emphasis on Known Value Items
(KVI’s)
• Updated YES! 2.0 and KVI program – Identified ~40 essentials items like Milk, Eggs, bananas, butter etc.
• Partnered with the Exchanges to re-boot the beer & wine pilot program currently at 12 stores
• Sharing published DeCA planograms with ALA members
• Commissary Rewards/Loyalty Program – reinventing our Rewards’ Card
• Accelerated marketing to gain new customers

What we need from ALA?
• Support for our increased reliance on and collaborative processes for Industry-developed planograms
• Insights on competitor allocation numbers versus those in DeCA
• Help up obtain holiday products to support Servicemembers and their families stationed overseas
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On March 25, 2020, OSD designated all DoD commissaries and operational support
facilities as mission critical
Your Commissary … It’s Worth the Trip!

Emergency Operations Center deactivated in March 2021; reactivated in August 2021
due to surge
To comply with newly issued guidance from the DepSecDef, DeCA has directed ALL
employees, industry representatives, contractors, and baggers to wear masks at all
DeCA locations
Fill rates from vendors are still at historic lows and dropping; 54% as we move into
FY22 compared to our normal 90% +…we can’t sell products we don’t have
COVID continues to impact operating costs and sales across DeCA
DeCA has spent over $63M in response to the COVID pandemic, receiving $34.7M from CARE
in FY20 to offset costs—DeCA’s COVID related expenses has averaged $1-2M/month in FY21

Working to meet the Executive Order to ensure fully vaccinated employees/contractors
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Commissary workers “stepped up” in these dangerous times to ensure
our well-deserving patrons received the grocery items they needed
Your Commissary … It’s Worth the Trip!

Cleanliness and Sanitation

Customer Service

Well Stocked Meat Case

Keeping the Shelves Full

Safe and Efficient Check Out

Click2Go Online Ordering

Commissary Workers – Unsung heroes during the pandemic!
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Defense Resale Consolidation Business Case
• The business case is required in the FY21, National Defense Authorization Act , Section 633 for
Military Community and Family Policy to update the “Study to Determine the Feasibility of
Your Commissary … It’s Worth the Trip!
Consolidation of the Defense Resale Entities” dated December
4, 2018
• The Business Case

 Evaluated original 2018 Resale Consolidation Business Case Analysis (BCA) benchmarks
 Documented additional industry benchmarks and use cases, to include integration timelines, to be
used to validate and support the BCA update
 The Department has determined the 2018 BCA recommendation to merge the resale organizations,
does not provide economic benefit, and is not feasible
 The Department will pursue additional savings, synergies, and efficiencies through structured
collaboration and cooperative efforts through resale partnerships

• The updated report has been finalized and forwarded to Congress by OSD
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• Challenging times as we deal with high inflation and ongoing COVID-19 impacts on
operating costs, and supply chain challenges

Your Commissary … It’s Worth the Trip!

• We are making great strides in our major transformation efforts

 Improving outreach and education of our eligible patrons
 Ensuring we have the right products at the right price on well-stocked shelves that our patrons can buy in a
convenient way
 Focusing on meeting our patrons’ evolving expectations and improving our capabilities to meet those needs
 Emphasizing a patron focus and building trust with our workforce, while treating all with dignity and respect

• Greatly appreciate the partnerships with suppliers, brokers, and distributors as we work
together to improve the benefit

“We Need Your Help on Supply – Can’t Sell What We Don’t Have”
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Your Commissary … It’s Worth the Trip!

Thanks in advance for your
assistance!
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